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CASESTUDY
MANAGINGPOTENTIALLYCONTAMINATEDRECORDS

EXECUTIVESUHHARY

For the past IO or more years, Analytical Laboratorydata cards have been

generated and stored in the 222-S Laboratory at the Hanford Site in Richland,

Washington. These cards are classified as record material and require

retention for a minimum of 75 years in an approved storage facility in

accordancewith WestinghouseHanford Company procedures. The cards are

maintained in records boxes In the attic of the 222-S Laboratory and are

subject to potential risk and loss. The most significantpotential risks are

radiologicalhazards.

Various options are available for removal, cataloging, transmittal, and

storage of these long-term records. Because the records are currently stored

in a radiation protection zone, they surveyed before being re_eased from the

facility. This survey can be arduous and time consuming. Resolutions to the

problem of removal and proper storage of the records from the facility need to

be addressed.

The records were reviewed and inventoriedto determine the quantity of

information. A study of the various options availablewas conducted, and

based on the informationcollected, it was determined that the _1ostfeasible

and cost-effectiveapproach is to microfilm the cards inside t_,_laboratory.

This option complies with all applicable company requirementsand decreases

the estimated radiologicalsurvey tlme from approximately3.5 years to under

40 hours. This activity will result in a potential savings of $350,000 over

the life of the activity.

iii
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CASESTUDY
MANAGINGPOTENTIALLYCONTAMINATEDRECORDS

1.0 BACKGROUND

WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC) is currently the Management and
Operations contractor for the Hanford Site located in Richland, Washington.
Much of the work performed at the Site includes environmentalcleanup and
associated Site characterizationactivities. In performing those
characterizationactivities, the 222-S Laboratoryprovides support in
conducting sample analysis. A variety of records associated with the
sampling and characterizationhave resulted from the sampling activities.

One type of record created is the analytical laboratory data card, which
is generated by chemical techniciansperforming sample analyses. Results of
the analyses are recorded on the cards and the cards are, in many cases, used
to generate data packages. These cards are considered quality records and
scheduled under DOE Order 1324.2A, DOERS 1.5d, which states that records
scheduled under this classificationmust be retained for 75 years.

The majority of the cards not associatedwith a data package (a document
that is typically assembledwith a variety of smallerdocuments as required by
environmental regulations)are stored In the laboratory. An initialcount has
determined that there are approximately100 boxes and several card file
cabinets of cards, which date as far back as 1980 and maybe earlier. An
estimated count based on an average of 3,000 cards per box equals a total of
300,000 cards in boxes and approximatelythe same number in card files. This
totals 600,000 cards to date and more cards are generated everyday. In
addition to the cards, other documentationwas discovered in the laboratories,
including computer printouts and laboratory logbooks,which may or may not be
permanent, quality records. All records generated in the laboratoriesmust be
surveyed before removal and release from the facility.

Company procedures specificallystate that record material, whether
quality or other, must be archived in an approved storage facility within
30 days (WHC-CM-4-2)of record completion. The laboratory is not an approved
storage facility and the presence of the records within the laboratoriesposes
a potential fire hazard. There is also a potential that the records may be
lost because of radiologicalcontamination.

Research of possible solutions to the records problems at the
222-S Laboratory has resulted in some innovativeideas on how to archive the
records for long-term retention and storagewith minimal cost and exposure.
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2.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of thts case study is to describe the actions proposed and
taken for the removal, cataloging, packaging, transportation, and long term
storage of record matertal generated by the 222-S Analytical Laboratory.

3.0 sCOPE

This case study applies to the records (analytical laboratory cards,
logbooks, computer printouts, and other miscellaneous documents) generated
within the 222-S Laboratory. However, the solutions derived could be applied
to other records and facilities. This paper provides various opttons and
their associated cost, effectiveness, retrievability, and schedule.

4.0 STRATEGY

It ts the intent of the Laboratory Data Management group within the
Processing and Analytical Laboratories department to provide the expertise and
resources to archive the analytical laboratory data cards in accordance with
WHCprocedures. The unique nature of the records and their location has posed
several barriers to normal processing of records for permanent retention. As
described in Section I.O, the location of the records and the amount of
records accumulated requires an active approach to determine a solution to the
problem in an expedient manner. The circumstance surrounding this issue also
lends itself to a long-term solution and a policy/procedure that will prevent
recurrence of the problem. A systematic approach has been taken to identify
the problems and provide various options. These options provide resolutions
that vary in degrees of success, Lime, cost, and acceptability.

All options are presented objectively in a standard formal and are
supported by facts gathered during the investigation process. However, the
text of this proposal will provide subjective viewpoints to help interpret the
facts and provide input based on the author's experience.

Note that the solutions and recommendations provided could prove to be a
significant cost savings or cost avoidance for WHC. k Productivity
Improvement Cost Evaluation (PRICE) proposal has been prepared and submitted
for review.
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5.0 DISCUSS!ON

Ali options include a level of records management activity associated
with the cataloging and data entry of basic informationrequired for the
long-term archlving and retrieval of the documents and information. However,
some options provide increasedquallty, quantity, and retrievabilityof the
information. Once an option Is selected and approved, the data entry and
cataloging effort can begin, lt should also be recognized that one option is
to do nothing and continue storing the cards in the laboratory. However, this
option is out of compliancewlth the DOE Orders ]324.2A and 5700.6A.

Currently, the cards are being surveyed on an as-time-permitsbasis
within the laboratories. A complete box of cards has not been surveyed and
released from the laboratories in approximatelysix weeks. Surveying
activities have also identified a potential problem in that tape, paper clips,
stlckers, strip charts or other supplementalinformationmust be separated
from the card and independentlysurveyed. The volume of cards that have
supplementaldocumentation Is unknown at this tlme and is difficult to
estimate. Thls increases survey time. Another problem is that removal and
separation activities are potentiallydestroying the integrityof the
information.

Some of the cards have been catalogued in a test environment to identify
the retrieval points, cataloguing time, and reporting methods. Cataloguing
activities must be performed regardless of the option. The archiving activity
will be separated into two phases. The first phase is to implementthe
process for current informationand to maintain a level of effort to process
ali current informationon a daily basis. The remaining Informationwill be
addressed as backlog and will be processed for archivingon a as-time-permits

' basis.

To gain a proper basis for the cost savings potential and the anticipated
costs with performing the various tasks, the following informationwas
collected based on actual work performed to date. The Table ! shows the
estimated costs of the labor required to perform the activity.

Table I

Health physics technician (HPT) time---$25.00/hour

HPT survey = 1 card/mlnute (this estimate is fast. The actual rate could be
up to 2 minutes or more)

Cards - 600,000 (200 boxes with 3,000/box average)(lowestlmate)

Survey In hours - IO,O00 hours = 1,250 days = 42 months = 3.5 years

Total estimated cost to survey cards ---$250,000 ($25.00x 10,000 hours)
P,
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OPTION 1

Manual Operation--Survey Cards and Catalog Records Conventionally

The initial intent was to have the analytical laboratory cards surveyed
as a normal routine as is done with other documents and paperwork that are
generated in the laboratory. The current practice is for a Health Physics
technician (HPT) to survey all information in paper format. Two surveys are
performed (Alpha and Gamma)using different equipment for each survey.
Discussions with the HPT supervisor indicate that the amount of time required
Lo survey documents and information is significant. The normal day-to-day
surveying of documents is falling behind, and subsequently the documents are
prtortttzed according to whether they are surveyed or set aside as backlog.
This situation contributes to the increase of documents and information
currently stored in the laboratory. lherefore, current practices are
compounding the problem of excess documents and 4nformation being stored in
the laboratory.

Data was collected regarding the average costs and Limes associated with
surveying ailalyticallaboratory cards for release from the laboratory. (Refer
to Table ] for the exact numbers.) As stated in the table, the cost For
surveying the analytical cards is approximately$250,000 over a period of
three and a half to four years. This is based on one full time HPT surveying
and an estimate of 600,000 cards. This cost estimate is very optimistic
because it would be impracticalto dedicate one full time HPT to this activity
and other prioritieswould increase this time frame. The approximately
four year period would not eliminate the risk to the protection of the cards
themselves. Another factor is that the cards could not be easily retrieved if
necessary. Additional HPT's could be assigned to the task to expedite the
process.

The time to perform the data entry, cataloging and other records
management activities needs to be addressed as weil. However this activity is
not very time consuming. Protection and management of the cards can also be
provided before data entry and cataloging.

Implementationof this option is currently underway and the constraints
have been quite evident as only ]/2 box of cards has been surveyed in the last
two months. A low priority exists for this activity at the current time.
Resolution of the problem with the present resources may take four or more
years and is an unacceptablealternativeat this time. The best approach for
this option would be to expedite and prioritize the process and dedicate three
or more HPT's to surveyingcards. This rate would provide enough cards to be
in pace with the cataloging and data entry activities.

OPTION 2

Rlcrofllm Operatlon--RlcrofllmlngRecords for PermanentRetention

Microfilm is an acceptable form of media for long-termretention and
archiving of documents and informationin hard copy format. By applying this
technology to the problem of removing the cards from the laboratory one option
becomes quite evident.
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By locating a microfilm camera inside the laboratory the cards could be
microfilmed in the laboratory and the film would be the media surveyed for
removal. An approval to destroy the hard copy cards could then be obtained
and the cards could be disposed of as potentially radioactive waste without
the lengthy survey process. Although waste would increase, in the long term
it would be less expensive than other options. (The cards could be used for
overpack for other items, such as equipment, that needs to be packaged for
burial).

Several options for microfilmingequipment include the use of a rotary
camera (manual feed), a rotary camera with an automatic feed bin similarto
those used by banks for processing checks, and an overhead or planetary
camera. Each of these choices have advantages and disadvantages.

Rotary Camera (Manual Feed)

The rotary microfilm camera is the most commonand provides the best
speed and option availability, lt can be used for cards and paper documents
however it cannot be used for bound materials such as logbooks. Documents are
inserted one page at a time into a feed slot and imaged on a section of 16 mm
film. Up to 2500 images (8.5 x 11) can be placed on one roll of film.
Smaller media such as cards can be imaged at the top and bottom of the film
allowing over 5,000 images per roll of film. Based on the estimate of
600,000 cards it would take 120 rolls of film to image the cards. This would
allow the number of items surveyed to be reduced from 600,000 to ]20. A roll
of film could be surveyed in approximately5-10 minutes per roll. This equals
about 20 hours for an HPT to survey all ]20 rolls of film. The film could
also be surveyed automaticallyin a reel-to-reelspool, further reducing
survey time. Retention, cataloging and archivingcan all be achieved with
microfilm.

Rotary Camera (Automatic Feed)

The rotary camera with an automatic feed is the same concept as the
manual camera except that a automatic feed hopper is attached to the camera.
This allows up to 500 or more cards to be placed in the hopper and
automatically inserted into the camera. This feature eliminates the need for
the camera operator to insert each card into the camera, and acceleratesthe
microfilmingprocess.

Planetary (Overhead) Camera

The planetary camera can microfilm different sizes and types of
documents, however it is a slower process. Each page or card must be placed
on the camera plate or glass and an image is made. The page is then removed
and another is replaced on the plate. This is time consuming for the
operator. The advantage to this type of camera is that logbooks and oversized
media can be microfilmed. The quality of the microfilmed image is also
significantlybetter, although all microfilm images are acceptable for
archiving. The cost of the camera is within range of the other types of
cameras.

5
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• A planetary camera is an option but tt is not recommendedfor this
purpose. The option was reviewed and compared to identify any potential
usefulness.

OPTION3

Scanning Operation - Electronic Scanning of Records

Scanning of cards will prove to be the most efficient method of retaining
the information on the laboratory cards. The operation performed includes
placing the document on a scanner plate or feeder and the image is digitized
electronically. Once the information is digitized tt can be transferred to a
variety of medias. All media options will be discussed separately to evaluate
their individual attributes and characteristics, the single most important
advantage of scanning the documents and information located in the laboratory
is that the information can be transmitted out of the facility electronically,
eliminating the need for HPT surveys. The hard copy records could then be
destroyed and the electronic image designated as the record copy. One
important point is that the electronic image must be placed on an acceptable
media for archiving.

The other advantage to scanning ts that the scanned image can be
manipulated through software programming to perform certain cataloging and
data entry functions automatically. This would decrease the amount of time
required to input information manually. Therefore the scanning option
provides improvements in getting the information out of the laboratory as well
as facilitating cataloging of the information for permanent archiving.

This option is also time efficient. Images can be scanned a rate of
]0 seconds or less and a card format can be standardized to improve scanning
time even further. Scanning can also be used for other sized documents as
well. When compared to the costs associated with HPT surveys, an offsetting
factor can be used to Justify the cost of the scanning equipment. Scanning
also uses the best technology available in the market today.

Scanning Medta Options

Scanning creates digitized images that faust be managed electronically.
They can be managed through a data base and _oftware applications. In order
to archive the information lt must be placed in a compatible media.
Generally, a scanning option is useful for high retrieval operations and not
necessarily used for the sole purpose of archivtng. In other words, low
retrieval could not Justify the scanning option specifically. On the other
hand, cost associated with the managementof information in the time required
to survey the cards and other information could Justify the scanning option.

if zll issues are addressed simultaneously, then the scanning option
becomesmuch more attractive. An evaluation of the media used to archive the
information is the next necessary step.

Paper

Paper, or hard copy, is the most recognized archtvtng media. Many of
paper's attributes are simple and obvious, lt is the most time tested and

6
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accepted. However, paper ts bulky and cumbersometo handle. If the
information is scanned it ts better to look for other alternatives for
long-term storage.

Microfilm

Microfilm can be generated as Computer Output Microfilm (COM) or the new
technology of dtgital microfilm in roll ftlm format. Digital microfilm can
also be ltnked to opttcal disk systems useful for rapid retrieval of
information. Microfilm is low volume, htgh resolution, easy to retrieve, and
an excellent archive media. It is widely accepted through various records
managementcircles as the best option for long-term storage of information.
Cataloging from microfilm is also rapid and easy. Thts is an excellent option
and probably the most favorable. Scanning and microfilm is an excellent
marriage of technologies and provtdes the most efficient and cost effective
solution.

Opttcal Otsk

Opttcal disk is an excellent retrieval media although it has limitations
in archive qualtty. No widespread use of optical disk has been approved for
government agencies. Many agencies have obtained approval on a case by case
basis for optical dtsk use and many evaluatto,s are currently under way
industry wide. The laboratory cards are not see, as a high retrieval record
at this time and the most important factor has been the permanent disposition
of the cards as quality records. The opttcal dtsk is a compact storage medium
and 2-5 disks could store all 300,000 cards. Storing over ]00 square feet of
information on 25 square inches significantly improves the amount of storage
space required. Opttcal disk applications associated with records management
practices add up to a cost effective and practical solution.

The scanning option, teamed with the cost avoidance of surveying, would
offset the system costs directly with immediate savings. If the system was
introduced over a period of years then a more significant savings could be
realized.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

From a broad analysis of the problem, the scanning option is an extremely
: attractive approach. However, the acceptance of optical disk as an archive

media, along with the cost make this option prohibitive for the time being.
This option should be reviewed at a later date.

Microfilmingthe cards through a rotary camera is the best option, lt is
the most cost effective and time efficient scenario. Microfilm is also a

. readily acceptable media for archlvlng, lt has the potential to be upgraded
to optical disk when the technologymatures for archive acceptability. In
other words, microfilm leaves the other options open as well as resolving the
short and long-term problems. Microfilm retrieval technology also assists In
cataloguing,thereby decreasing the time required for cataloguing and
indexing.

7
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The cost of HPT survey over three and a half years at $250,000 minimum
versus a microfilm system at a cost of $50,000 for equipment versus
$40,000-$]50,000 for any variety of optical disk and scanning systems provides
the necessary basis to continue the development of a technological solution to
the problem. Microfilming the cards now allows the implementation of
scanning, optical disk and digital microfilm at a later date tf necessary.
These technological solutions reduce the associated costs of records
managementactivities and further reduce the cost of doing business.

Sp_ctftc details on the most efficient approach to the microfilming
option would also provide sufficient information for inclusion in the company
wide Productivity Improvement Cost Effectiveness (PRICE) program for a
significant cost avoidance in soft dollar, and potentially hard dollar
savings. It is recommendedthat some of the cost savings be channeled towards
the records managementprogram and be used to offset the program costs.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Laboratory Data Hanagement group is currently microfilming
analytical cards. The camera and equipment have been procured and the
approval request has been submitted to the Department of Energy - Richland
Field Office. The option taken includes the use of a rotary microfilm camera
within the radiation zone. The documents will be coded and entered into the
data base from the processed microfilm. This method will allow verification
of the film at the time of data entry, thus combining two tasks into a single
activity. Once the microfilm has been made available the hard copy records
will be destroyed tn accordance with the microfilm request, DOEOrder 1324.2A
and company procedures. Note that it is proposed that the contaminated cards
be used as overpack for equipment that is being disposed. This will lessen
the amount of waste sent to the landfill.

To take the present course of business in surveying the cards would cost
$250,000 dollars in survey costs alone and does not include the cost of
cataloging and data entry required for transmittal to the records holding
area. Based on this estimate the other options should be weighted against how
the $250,000 can be better used and ultimately saved.

Although no microfilming has taken place to date all indications suggest
that the proposed process is both feasible and cost effective.

The following data table provides the best analysis in terms of time and
money associated with each option. Careful study of the tables will
facilitate understandingth.isproposal.

-
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APPENDIXA
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of thts paper, the terms used are defined as follows:

Document- A recognized and published paper whtch contatns Information.

Information - Facts, ftgures, data, charts or anythtng that ts created
and has someFuture va]ue or use.

Records- Information or documentsthat meet the requirements for a
record as deftned tn WHC-CM-3-5,DocumentControl and Records Management
#anual.
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